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ABSTRACT
Safety, passenger comfort, and operating economy require that commercial airline flights be
preflight planned. There are many route and altitude combinations between origination and
destination. Manual selection of the best is tedious, costly in man-hours, and never perfect.
A digital computer can do the job quickly, using few man-hours, with a higher order of perfection. American Airlines contracted with I B M to develop jointly a flight planning program for
a 60,000 digit I B M 1620 computer. The program was placed into operation on 4 February 1962
and quickly expanded to produce 5000 lines of flight plans for over 200 trips daily. Operating
cost savings are on the order of several million dollars annually. The program continuously
surrounds an aircraft with a set of prognostic temperatures and winds valid by the craft's
clocks at the plane's altitude. The program also selects the optimum route and the optimum
altitude profile on the selected route. Flight plans on the optimum route at the optimum altitude
are automatically delivered to the flight crew and the controlling dispatchers.

1. Introduction
Commercial airlines have become one of the
main means of travel in our time. Nations have
become neighbors and every point on the earth is
within twenty-four hours from any origination.
Thousands of airliners fly daily and each trip is
preflight planned in detail by dispatchers, flight
crewmen, and supporting teams of co-workers.
Among the many items that must be preflight
planned are the flight path and the altitude con-

figuration on that path. Trips of short distances
offer only limited selection of routes and altitudes,
but as distance increases the available routes and
altitudes become quite abundant. In each instance,
the route and altitude planned must conform with
Civil Air Regulations; nonetheless, there remains
a multitude of legal route-altitude combinations
for over-ocean and transcontinental flights. Of
this multitude only one will be flown by a single
trip. It is the co-responsibility of the flight crew-
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FIG. 1. Arrangement of the IBM 1620 and its
associated equipment.

FIG. 2. Card punch used to punch T W I N data cards
for input points.

men and the dispatcher to select the one routealtitude combination which becomes the filed
flight plan.
Four factors usually are considered in selecting
the planned route and altitude. They are :

operating costs. The problem of minimizing operating costs in route and altitude selection is one
of finding that route and altitude that will yield ontime arrival with the least cost. The sorting out
of the on-time arrival, minimum-cost route and
altitude combination from among the large number of available routes and altitudes can be accomplished only if every reasonable combination is
flight planned in detail. Manual pencil and paper
work involved in working out the details of the
many required flight plans demands excessive
man-hours and usually the results lie in the
penumbra of uncertainty because unintentional
errors and unrefined shortcuts sneak into manual
calculations.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Safety,
Passenger comfort,
On-time arrival,
Minimum operating cost.

Flight crewmen, dispatchers, and meteorologists,
by virtue of their vast wealth of experience in
dealing with matters of flight safety, are able to
eliminate from their selection those routes and
altitudes that in any way encroach on safety or
interfere with passenger comfort. Furthermore,
the modern airliner is equipped with excellent
navigational instruments including radar, which
permit the flight crew to do a superior job of safely
avoiding inclement weather.
After the routes and altitudes that might
jeopardize either safety or passenger comfort have
been eliminated, there remain the twin problems of
on-time arrival and minimum operating costs.
On-time arrival should be given priority because
the passenger, in consideration for the price of
his ticket, is entitled to a safe, comfortable, and
on-time arrival trip. In all those cases where
strong headwinds or circuitous routes to avoid
unfavorable flight weather or excessively high
altitudes to stay on top of clouds or turbulence
preclude on-time arrival, the airline is obliged to
use every tactic to keep flying time down to a
minimum. On the other hand, it is neither necessary nor advisable to arrive at the destination
ramp earlier than schedule. Favorable winds and
temperatures, correct altitudes, and meticulous
airmanship should and can be used to reduce direct

2. Computer operating practices
Selection of the on-time minimum cost route
and altitude combination, fortunately, is a problem
that is almost ideally suited for digital computer
handling. Calculations of an accurate complete
flight plan take seconds, and tens of plans can be
completed in minutes.
The computer, having
done all the reasonable plans, prints out the best
delivery to flight crewmen and dispatchers.
American Airlines, in a project designed to
produce and select flight plans more efficiently
than manual methods permit, enlisted the services
of International Business Machines Company to
aid in the development of a flight planning program for use in an IBM 1620 digital computer
having a 60,000 digit capacity. The work was
begun in the summer of 1961. The program was
tested in December 1961, and placed in operation
on 4 February 1962. (See Figs. 1-4.) The success so astoundingly exceeded expectations that
all jet aircraft flight planning, except over distances shorter than 250 miles, was assigned to
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FIG. 4. Card Reader-Tape Converter used to translate
computer flight plan output into transmissible, readable
hard copy.

FIG. 3. A flight data card contains specific details
of a single trip.

TABLE 1. A Single Flight Plan: Trip 37 of the 15th, Chicago to Los Angeles.
(Identification line)

FLT

PLN

TRIP

37/15

ORD-LAX

(a)
ONT

(b) (c)
720/5

(d)
CPL

24000

(e)
FOD

18000

(Header line)

64
(f)

3 + 32
(g)

45712
(h)

$3033
(i)

204712

(j)

M85

(k)

(Segment flight plan lines)

TOC
PWE
HLC
FMN
PGS
BOD
LAX
(1)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.
n.

20
31
31
31
31
31
31
(m)

+ 13
+ 10
+09
+06
+05
+05
+ 11
(n)

404
510
508
505
504
504
383
(o)

24
25
24
25
26
26
28
(P)

034
050
060
059
045
034
022
(q)

-033
-049
-058
-059
-045
-033
-018
(r)

45
45
45
45
43
43
45
(s)

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
(t)

Alternate, Ontario, Calif.
Boeing 720 equipment
Flight plan selection mode 5
Committed pay load 24,000 lbs
Fuel over destination 18,000 lbs
Jet route 64
Total off-to-on time
Total fuel burn
Direct operating costs
Take-off weight
Mach .85
Navigational check points enroute
Altitude in thousands of feet pressure altitude
Temperature deviation from standard atmosphere

the computer. Since mid-summer 1962 about 210
flight segments (origination-destination) have
been computer preflight planned daily.
Most
flights are given four flight plans, and none gets
less than two. Preliminary analysis of results
suggests annual savings on fuel and other direct

371
461
450
446
459
471
365
(u)

114
308
194
398
273
150
121
(v)

w.
x.
y.
z.

0114
0422
0616
1024
1287
1437
2558
(w)

18
40
26
53
36
19
20
(x)

0 + 18
0 + 58
1 + 24
2 + 17
2+53
3 + 12
3+32
(y)

081
083
053
108
071
038
023
(z)

081
164
217
325
396
434
457
(z0

True air speed
Wind direction
Wind speed, knots
Wind component, knots
Pressure altitude of tropopause
Wind speed shear kts/1000 ft
Ground speed, knots
Sector miles
Summation of miles
Sector time
Summation of time
Sector fuel burn
Summation of fuel burn

cost items of the order of several million dollars
compared to pre-computer days.
The program consists basically of the following:
1) Aircraft performance data for Boeing 123
and 720 types, for cruise at Mach .81, Mach .85,
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maximum cruise thrust, and climb at maximum
continuous thrust;
2) Aircraft performance data for Convair 990
for cruise at Mach .78 and maximum cruise
thrust, and climb at maximum continuous thrust;
3) 148 Route segment names, courses and
miles;
4) Over 300 origination-destination routes,
completely reversible east and west bound;
5) Altitude profile table containing over 100
altitude profile combinations;
6) An addressee table used to direct the completed plan to flight crewmen origination station
and to controlling dispatch stations ;
7) Prognostic temperatures and winds at four
pressure altitude levels and valid at the next two
prognostic hours of 0000Z and 1200Z (called
T W I N data) for each route segment;
8) Necessary instructions and subroutines to
perform all details of route selection, flight plan
calculation, flight plan selection, flight plan printout, delivery to addressed stations ;
9) Work areas used by the computer to perform
calculations.

"jet tracks" or "jet routes." The navigational
facilities available along them are marked as points
on the jet route maps. A jet route, therefore,
might be considered as a series of jet route segments joined at the navigational fix points. Some
of the fixes on the jet routes have been designated
as input points 1 for T W I N data for American's
computer program. One of the big advantages
of using navigational points as input points for
T W I N data comes in the printout of the finished
flight plan which is segmented by these navigational-fix input points. Eighty data input points
define 148 route segments and approximately 300
origination-destination routes over which American operates.

Definitions
Mach number: Ratio of speed of plane to speed of
sound (Mach number is function of temperature
at a given pressure altitude).
Maximum cruise thrust: Highest thrust permissible for cruising with aircraft equipped with
pure jet engines.
Maximum continuous thrust: Highest thrust permissible for short periods (of climb) with aircraft equipped with pure jet engines.
Route segment: Portion of an air route between
designated navigational fixes.
Altitude profile: Height-distance curve defined
and described by a flight plan or an aircraft in
actual flight.
T W I N data: Temperature Wind data.
Work areas: Portions of memory in a computer
system set aside for use in doing calculations
and moving data about.
Temperature and wind data ( T W I N ) are updated four or more times daily and are completely
changed twice a day. A few specific items are
stored on flight data cards as particular trip
property items. All other data are permanently
stored in computer memory.
High altitude airways located between 24,000
and 40,000 ft pressure altitude have been set aside
for jet aircraft. They are often referred to as
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Two sets of prognostic T W I N data are kept in
computer memory. The first set is valid at the
next upper air synoptic hour and the second set
is valid twelve hours later. The program is entirely flexible and the time interval between the
two sets of T W I N data can be diminished to one
hour or expanded to 99 hours. Each set is valid
in the vertical at the pressure altitudes of 400 mb,
300 mb, 200 mb and the tropopause. The total
airspace for which the computer has available
prognostic T W I N data is defined by the area
enclosing the 80 input points and by the pressure
altitudes of 400 mb to 200 mb.
Prognostic T W I N data, taken from prognostic
charts, are read into computer memory point by
point for each of the 80 points by the card reader
side of an IBM 1622. A total of 80 points of
data requires less than a minute for reading.
Point T W I N data are processed into route segment data by the T W I N program. Two points
of data, valid at the same time and same pressure
altitude, contain temperatures and winds at these
points. These points are also the end points of a
jet route segment. The T W I N program assembles the two points of temperature data and combines them to make one segment temperature.
Likewise, the T W I N program assembles the two
points of wind data and combines them into one
segment wind data. The segment temperature
and wind data are stored in the computer as part
of the segment data in the segment table. After
all 80 points of data of the first prognostic moment
have been processed into segment data and stored
in the segment table for future flight planning use,
the T W I N data of the second prognostic time are
read into memory and processed in a like manner.
When both sets of T W I N data have been proc1A
point along a jet route at which temperatures,
winds, tropopause heights are forecast.
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essed into segment temperatures and winds, each
route segment contains both temperatures and
winds valid at four levels and at the next two
prognostic hours of 0000Z and 1200Z (or 1200Z
and 0000Z, whichever comes next). The point
T W I N data are no longer needed and are destroyed by overlaying them with other data or
instructions.
When the temperature and wind data for each
route segment have been prepared and stored,
the computer contains all the necessary data to
prepare a flight plan except data pertaining to a
specific trip. Trip number, equipment type, payload, fuel over destination, alternate airport, scheduled time of arrival, numerical route numbers
between origination and destination, addressing
code, off-to-on schedule time, origination and
destination code are all on a flight data card.
Calculation is triggered by reading in a flight data
card. The flight plan is developed from destination backwards to the origination for the reason
that the actual weight of the plane, its fuel over
destination, and its payload are among the more
precisely known parameters. Fuel burned enroute
is added to the weight over destination to arrive
at a fuel weight and total weight at takeoff. Takeoff weight added to taxi-out fuel burn provides
ramp origination weight.

comparative worth of the designated routes between origination and destination. Any undesirable route for reasons of unfavorable flight weather
which is declared unacceptable by a crew captain
or dispatcher can be blocked out by a simple routeblocking card loaded prior to the trip card. On
longer flights eight routes, sufficiently far apart,
have been locked in computer memory. On the
shorter trips there are fewer than eight. The main
purpose of the basic route structure connecting
the origination and destination points is to scan
as far as is practical both to the left and to the
right of the great circle line. Instructions stored
in memory direct the computer to complete one
flight plan on each route at Mach .85 at a reference level of 31,000 ft westbound and 29,000 eastbound. Flight plans computed under these conditions reflect the effects of temperature and winds
while all other variables are held constant.
Three important items in the reference level
flight plan are:

One of the more important aspects of the flight
planning program is its instructions to interpolate
and extrapolate among the four levels and two
time instants of T W I N data in a manner that
surrounds the plane with current data valid by
the clocks on the instrument panel. For example,
if time is 1500Z on the plane's clocks and the
plane is at 33,000 ft pressure altitude, the computer takes a portion of the 300-mb data and of
the 200-mb data at both the early and the late
time instant to create a set of temperatures and
winds valid at 1500Z and 33,000 ft. As the plane
moves along the jet airway and both time and
space advance, the envelope of data surrounding
the plane is continuously updated and kept current. Interpolation and extrapolation are done
linearly, and experience has supported this direct
and simple method as being entirely adequate for
practical purposes. Updating the data envelope
is accomplished by decreasing the portion of the
early but increasing the portion of late data and
adjusting the portions of the higher and lower
levels if the plane changes altitude. The only
restriction is that the schedule arrival time must
be prior to termination of the useful valid hour
of the later prognostic data.
The first job of the computer is to establish the

Any one of these parameters can be used to establish the comparative worth of the basic routes.
The reference level flight plans, one for each
route, are summarized in header lines which are
printed out for use by flight crewmen and dispatchers. Note that the second, third, and fourth data
columns are the off-to-on time, the off-to-on fuel
burn, and the direct operating cost amount. The
header lines are retained within the computer for
use by the computer in selecting the best and second best routes as well as for printout for manual
use by flight crewmen and dispatchers.

1) Total off-to-on flying time (time from
break-ground to touch-down) ;
2) Total fuel required (including fuel used from
start-engines to touch-down) ;
3) Direct operating costs (involving only those
items that accumulate if the trip flies).

TABLE 2. Header lines.
FLT

PLAN

64
60
90 94 30 10
26 78
94 107
101 08 78
26 24 78
Jet route
numbers

TRIP

33/15
ORD-LAX
27000 F O D 18000

ONT

123/5

CPL

3+32
3+28
3+38
3+38
3+33
3+42
3+37

45712
44802
46869
47054
45962
48025
46809

$3033
$3007
$3080
$3085
$3045
$3121
$3076

204712
203802
205869
206054
204062
207025
205809

M85
M85
M85
M85
M85
M85
M85

Off-to-on
time

Off-to-on
fuel burn

Direct
operating
cost

Required
takeoff
weight

Mach
number

Standard operating practice in American Airlines has been to instruct the computer to select
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the first choice and second choice route on the
basis of least and next least off-to-on time. The
program is flexible and one of the other two
parameters could be used if it suited American's
interest to use either of them. Also the reference
levels of 31,000 and 29,000 ft can be changed to
any other fixed altitude or to altitude combinations
if these served a more useful purpose. Specification of the reference level is a code number on the
flight data card and therefore is one of the
properties of each flight.
The second job of the computer is to analyze
all the practical altitudes and altitude combinations on the first and second choice routes. Any
undesirable altitude for reason of clouds, thunderstorms, or rough air and declared unacceptable
by the flight captain or dispatcher can be blocked
out by an altitude blocking card loaded prior to
the trip card. This job is accomplished by doing
a complete flight plan on each of the altitude profiles available to the computer. An altitude profile
table has been made a permanent part of the
program. About ten profiles selected from the
profile table are used to describe the practical
altitude combinations that can be flown on a
medium or long distance flight. Civil Air Regulations must be kept in mind when the profiles are
selected for a given route. The computer develops
a flight plan on each of the ten altitude profiles for
the first choice and also for the second choice
route. Of these ten plans, only one will be filed
with Air Route Traffic Control. The probability
that a particular flight plan filed with Air Route
Traffic Control can be accepted in its entirety is
not 100 per cent, and for this reason flight crewmen must have a second choice. The second
choice may involve a second route rather than
a different altitude on the same jet route. American's program was designed to print out the first
and second choice flight plans on both the first
and second choice routes. A total of four flight
plans are delivered to dispatch and flight crewmen
except on short distance flights involving only
one route, and these shorter trips receive two
plans on the single route.
Inasmuch as the computer has been programmed to select a first and second choice
flight plan on each of two routes, there is a requirement for selection parameters. These parameters are available in each plan in the form of
direct operating cost, off-to-on fuel burn, and
off-to-on time. The three parameters can be used
either singly or in pairs. In American's program
the following options have been made available.

1. Selection basis is cost, computer code 0
a. First plan is least cost on fastest route.
b. Second plan is next least cost on fastest
route.
c. Third plan is least cost on second fastest
route.
d. Fourth plan is next least cost on second
fastest route.
2. Selection basis is off-to-on time, computer code 1
a. First plan is least time on fastest route.
b. Second plan is next least time on fastest
route.
c. Third plan is least time on second fastest
route.
d. Fourth plan is next least time on second
fastest route.
3. Selection basis is off-to-on fuel burn, computer
code 2
a. First plan is least fuel on fastest route.
b. Second plan is next least fuel on fastest
route.
c. Third plan is least fuel on second fastest
route.
d. Fourth plan is next least fuel on second
fastest route.
4. Selection basis is cost and time, computer code 3
a. First plan is least cost on fastest route provided off-to-on time is schedule or less,
otherwise the plan is least time on fastest
route.
b. Second plan is next least cost on the fastest
route provided off-to-on time is schedule or
less, otherwise it is least time if first plan is
least cost or it is second least time if first
plan is least time.
c. Third plan is similar to (a) except it is on
the second fastest route.
d. Fourth plan is similar to (b) except it is on
the second fastest route.
5. Selection basis is cost and time, computer code 4
a. First plan is least cost at Mach .85 on the
fastest route provided off-to-on time is
schedule or less, otherwise it is least time at
Mach .85 on fastest route.
b. Second plan is least time on fastest route at
standard cruise thrust.
c. Third plan is similar to (a) except it is on
the second fastest route.
d. Fourth plan is similar to (b) except it is
on the second fastest route.
6. Selection basis is cost and time, computer code 5
a. First plan is least cost at Mach .85 or
standard cruise thrust on the fastest route
provided off-to-on time is schedule or less,
otherwise it is least time at standard cruise
thrust on fastest route.
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FIG. 5. Sample flight plan.
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b. Second plan is least time at standard cruise
thrust on the fastest route provided the first
plan is a least cost plan, otherwise it is
second best time on fastest route.
c. Third plan is similar to (a) except it is on
the second fastest route.
d. Fourth plan is similar to ( b ) except it is
on the second fastest route.
7. Selection basis is cost, time, and fuel, computer code 6
a. First plan is least cost at maximum cruise
thrust on fastest route if off-to-on time is
schedule or less, otherwise it is least time
on the fastest route.
b. Second plan is least fuel on the fastest route
at Mach .81 (or Mach .78 for Convair 990
equipment).
c. Third plan is similar to (a) except it is on
the second fastest route.
d. Fourth plan is similar to ( b ) except it is
on the second fastest route.

stations from Boston to San Francisco and Los
Angeles. Computing time is about \\ hr, and
transmission time is about 16 hr daily.

The selection code number is stored on the flight
data card and therefore is a property of a particular trip. Selection codes 7, 8 and 9 await development as need for new or different pairs of selection
parameters arises or as sophistication of the program progresses.
The logic by which plans are selected is simple
and direct. The first plan is developed and stored.
As additional plans are developed, they are compared to off-to-on schedule time and to the stored
plans. Only the best and second best ones are
retained in accordance with the selection code.
When all the altitude profiles have been flight
planned, the best and second best on each route
are in memory ready for printout.
The method of printout is optional either by
punched cards or by typewriter. Punched cards
are prepared at the rate of 125 lines of flight plan
per minute, whereas the typewriter can handle
only 100 words a minute. On the other hand,
the typewriter copy is ready for use but punched
cards must be translated into hard teletype copy.
American's program uses punched cards because
of the speed of production. Punched cards are
fed into an IBM card reader and are converted
to five channel teletype tape. The teletype tape,
in its turn, operates a nationwide communications
network with drops at crew origination and dispatch stations. A computer-produced addressing
system directs each flight plan to the correct set
of stations. (See Fig. 5.) At the present time
American's flight planning computer system is delivering about 5000 lines of flight plans daily to
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3. Meteorology in computer flight plans
The meteorological chores involved in producing computer flight plans consist of two parts:
1) Preparation of prognostic charts for 400 mb,
300 mb, 200 mb and the height of the tropopause
twice a day;
2) Updating the progs-in-memory four or more
times a day by use of P I R E P S and P I B A L S plus
late R A O B data.
The prognostic charts, whose basis is the
300-mb and 200-mb 36-hr prognostic maps received on F A X from the Suitland Analysis Center, have a verifying time 24 hr after a synoptic
hour of the R A O B data against which they were
checked. Special base maps are used containing
the T W I N data input points which are also
navigational points on the jet tracks. Isotherms
of deviation from standard temperature, isotachs
at intervals of 20 knots, directional flow lines, and
the location of the jet stream (or zone of maximum speed) are drawn on the prognostic charts at
the constant pressure levels. Contours of pressure altitude are drawn on the tropopause prognostic chart. When the prognostic tropopause
height is 39,000 ft or more, 200-mb T W I N is
moved into the tropopause T W I N positions internally in memory. When the prognostic tropopause height is below 39,000 ft, the forecaster
uses tabulated wind shears to extend either the
300-mb or 200-mb T W I N to the tropopause and
thus create T W I N data for the tropopause level.
T W I N data are read directly off the prognostic
charts for each of the 80 points and transferred
to T W I N data cards for entry into memory. Two
sets of T W I N data are always in memory, the
earlier time instant coinciding with the next upper
air synoptic hour and the later time instant 12 hr
later.
Total man-hours used in meteorological chores
in the computer flight planning system are slightly
less than were required to prepare temperature
and wind data for individual flight plans in precomputer days. Experience with computer interpolation and extrapolation among data sets in both
time and space suggests that the computer is
superior to any meteorologist or dispatcher or
flight crewman. In other words, the computer can
generate a better set of T W I N data with which to
surround the plane in flight than can be produced
by an experienced airman qualified in operational
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meteorology. The meteorologist, however, must
create the prognostic charts which are the bases
of the computer's ability.
Approximately 200
man-hours per day of manual flight planning have
been eliminated, and the dispatchers and flight
crewmen who previously did this task are free to
take care of those job duties for which they are
specifically qualified. Savings in direct operating
costs range from a few dollars to over 200 dollars
per trip. For the first time in its history Amer-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Symposium on the Ionospheric Propagation
of V L F Electromagnetic Waves
A Symposium on the Ionospheric Propagation of Very
Low Frequency Electromagnetic Waves will be held
at the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, National
Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo., on 12-14 August
1963.
The symposium will be devoted to subjects of current
importance in terrestrial V L F propagation with emphasis
on the effects of the ionosphere. Subjects will include
mode theory, theory of formation and physical characteristics of the lower ionosphere, and observations of V L F
propagation under normal and disturbed conditions. Most
of the papers will be invited from leading workers in these
fields, but some short contributed papers will be given.
Further information is available from Mrs. D. Belsher,
Secretary, V L F Symposium, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo.

Symposium on Ballistic Missile
and Space Technology
A symposium by and for the ballistic missile and space
industry will be held at the U. S. Naval Training Center, San Diego, Calif., 15-18 October 1963. The Eighth
Symposium on Ballistic Missile and Space Technology is
sponsored by the Space Systems Division and the Ballistic Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command, and
is being conducted by Aerospace Corporation.
The purpose of the symposium is to stimulate creative
research and development through interchange of classified and especially pertinent unclassified information on
military technology among participants in the United
States ballistic missile and space program.
Security
clearances (Final Secret) are required for participation
in the symposium.
Further information about the symposium may be obtained by addressing: Aerospace Corporation, Attn :

ican's Operations Department personnel are able
to take advantage of Mach .85 low-cost planning
without being concerned about arriving later than
schedule. By contrast, the computer indicates
when it is necessary to use maximum cruise thrust
to reduce flying time. From every aspect the
computer flight planning project has been a
giant step forward in airline operations. W e plan
to go in only one direction: namely, increased
sophistication of the existing program.

1963 Symposium Chairman, P. O. Box 95085, Los Angeles
45, Calif.

Third International Biometeorological
Congress
The Third International Biometeorological Congress,
organized by the International Society of Biometeorology
( I S B ) , will be held at Pau, France, 1-7 September 1963.
The general aim of the Congress is to promote the
exchange of ideas among biometeorologists of various
disciplines of science, to analyze existing facts and concepts, and to plan for future research. Biometeorology
was defined by the ISB in August 1956 as "the study of
the direct and indirect interrelations between the geophysical and geochemical environment of the atmosphere
and living organisms—plants, animals, and man. The
term 'environment' is broadly conceived and includes the
micro-, macro-, and cosmic environments in so far as they
affect the earth's atmosphere and the diverse physical
and chemical factors which comprise these environments."
The Congress will be formally opened on 2 September
by the president of ISB, Prof. Frederick Sargent, II,
University of Illinois. The first plenary session is based
on the general theme, "Recent Progresses in Biometeorology"; the second (3 September), on "Significance of
the Study of Biological Rhythms for Human, Zoological,
and Phytological Biometeorology"; and the third plenary
session (7 September) is the general business meeting.
The intervening days are devoted to meetings of the
specialized working groups.
Pau, at the foot of the Pyrenees in southern France,
is internationally renowned for its beautiful location and
excellent climate. It is easily reached from Paris by
road, train, or plane, and has direct connections to Geneva,
Munich, Vienna, and Milano, as well. Excursions have
been arranged after the Congress for participants and
their families.
All correspondence concerning the Congress should be
addressed to Dr. Solco W . Tromp, Secretary General,
International Society of Biometeorology, Hofbrouckerlaan
54, Oegstgeest (Leiden), The Netherlands.
(More A N N O U N C E M E N T S on page 370)
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